Data are from the "Know Your Numbers, Chart Your Heart" study whose authors may be contacted at <charlotte.jones@ubc.ca>. The data underlying the analyses presented in this study cannot be made fully available because of patient confidentiality restrictions. Ethics approval for the study included the stipulation that only aggregate data be disclosed, and participants were informed during the consent process that individual level data would be available only to the research team/ethics committee. Relevant aggregate data are available within the paper and the descriptive tables.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Heart disease and stroke are the second and third leading causes of death in Canada, responsible for 21% and 6% of all deaths, respectively \[[@pone.0119183.ref001]\]. While age-standardized mortality rates for both declined by 33% in the general Canadian population from 2000 to 2009 \[[@pone.0119183.ref001]\], certain groups remain at elevated risk. Despite the fact that national administrative data on cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality and morbidity by ethnicity are not available in Canada, it has been estimated that ischemic heart disease mortality rates among men and women of South Asian (SA) origin are 3 and 3.6 times higher, respectively, than rates among men and women of Chinese origin \[[@pone.0119183.ref002]\]. Acute myocardial infarction hospitalization rates in British Columbia have also been shown to be higher among South Asians (SAs) compared with Chinese and Whites \[[@pone.0119183.ref003]\]. Internationally, the highest rates of CVD have been documented in SA countries, and risk is elevated among SAs in both their native countries and in the countries to which they have immigrated \[[@pone.0119183.ref004]\].

The CVD burden in these high-risk populations has prompted the development of targeted strategies to identify and manage at-risk individuals. Participating in available programs can be challenging for SAs, however, because of language barriers, cultural differences, limited health literacy, lack of knowledge about or mistrust of available service, and circumstantial challenges such as lack of transportation or financial limitations \[[@pone.0119183.ref005]--[@pone.0119183.ref007]\]. Community-based screening for CVD risk, shown to be feasible in a variety of SA community settings \[[@pone.0119183.ref008]--[@pone.0119183.ref010]\], may engage those who do not or cannot access primary care services. Continuing our pilot work \[[@pone.0119183.ref008]\], we have partnered with SA communities across Canada to provide a culturally appropriate, accessible and sustainable CVD screening and support program. Participants have completed baseline screening and will be re-screened after one year to assess change in CVD risk.

At baseline, Framingham general CVD risk scores were determined. The risk scores, developed by D'Agostino et al \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\], are calculated using either a cholesterol-based algorithm or a BMI-based algorithm. While the Framingham risk scores have not been validated in SA populations, they can provide an estimate of 10-year absolute CVD risk for public educational purposes \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\]. To provide them with as much risk factor information as possible, we aimed to assess cholesterol-based CVD risk for all participants. For some, however, only a BMI-based risk score was determined (i.e., if blood collection was declined, or if cholesterol testing supplies, which were limited due to funding constraints, ran out during any given clinic). At our one-year follow-up clinics, the same procedures will be followed. Hence, at the completion of the study, we will have a small number of participants who were assessed differently at baseline compared with follow-up. In other words, a small number will have had a cholesterol-based risk score calculated at baseline, but a BMI-based risk score calculated at follow-up (or vice versa). For these participants, it is not known if a valid assessment of change in CVD risk from baseline to follow-up can be made. For example, will an observed change in overall CVD risk, obtained by subtracting a BMI-based follow-up risk score from a cholesterol-based baseline risk score reflect a true change in CVD risk? Or will it simply reflect a discrepancy arising from the two different calculations? Answering these questions necessitates determining whether or not the two forms of the general CVD risk score yield similar estimates of overall risk for a given individual. Accordingly, the primary goal of this analysis was to assess the agreement between BMI-based and cholesterol-based CVD risk scores for participants with sufficient data to calculate both.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Ethics Statement {#sec003}
----------------

This study received ethical approval from the University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board (Protocol Number E-24224) and the Health Canada and Public Health Agency of Canada Research Ethics Board (Protocol Number 2011--0034). All participants provided written informed consent.

Study Methods {#sec004}
-------------

The University of Calgary research team was approached by SA community leaders to implement a national program similar to three local projects that addressed CVD risk reduction \[[@pone.0119183.ref008],[@pone.0119183.ref012],[@pone.0119183.ref013]\]. The program methodology was developed collaboratively, incorporating the principles of community based participatory research \[[@pone.0119183.ref014]\]. At a two-day national training workshop, the research team met with the regional core teams (i.e., project managers and clinic leads) from six cities across Canada. Using a standardized, culturally-adapted training manual, the research team provided information on CVD and its major risk factors, reviewed the research methodology and screening clinic procedures, and provided hands-on training for: collection of participant health histories, measurement of height and weight, calculation of body mass index (BMI), assessment of blood pressure (BP) and capillary total and HDL cholesterol, Framingham risk score calculation, and participant counseling and referral. Using a "train the trainer" approach, the core teams returned to their respective cities to provide the same training to their local volunteer teams. All volunteers, a mix of health professionals and lay community members, were also members of the participating SA communities.

Study Population {#sec005}
----------------

From February through August 2012, 792 predominantly SA participants (mostly originating from East Africa, India, Pakistan, and Central Asia), 30--74 years of age with no prior history of CVD, underwent cholesterol-based screening at community-based clinics. Ethnicity was not directly assessed in the study but we estimate that 98% of the participants were of SA origin (personal communication, N. Surani, May 9, 2014).

Lifestyle and Health Data {#sec006}
-------------------------

Participants completed a brief health history questionnaire which assessed basic demographic data and self-report of: a prior history of heart disease or stroke; a physician diagnosis of, or prescription for, hypertension, high cholesterol, and/or diabetes; current use of any medication(s) for blood pressure, cholesterol and/or blood sugar; and current smoking status. They then underwent measurement of height, weight, blood pressure (BP) and random capillary total cholesterol (TC) and high density lipoprotein (HDL). Height and weight were measured using rigid tape measures and simple bathroom scales, purchased locally by each team. BP was measured using the BPTru (model BPM 100; VSM MedTech Ltd.), an automated device that yields a more reliable and accurate assessment of resting BP (when compared with 24-hour ambulatory measurement) than a manual measurement taken with a stethoscope and mercury sphygmomanometer \[[@pone.0119183.ref015],[@pone.0119183.ref016]\]. To reduce clinic waiting times, resting BP was taken using a modification of the Canadian guidelines \[[@pone.0119183.ref017]\]. The BPTru monitor was set to take six readings at one minute intervals. If the first reading was normal \[systolic and diastolic pressures \< 140 mmHg and \< 90 mmHg, respectively (if not diabetic), or \< 130 mmHg and \< 80 mmHg, respectively (if diabetic)\], the first reading was recorded as the screening BP. Otherwise, the first reading was discarded and the average of the last five readings was recorded (as per the usual Canadian guidelines). TC and HDL were measured using the Cholestech point-of-care desktop reflometer (Hayward, CA, USA), which delivers results that correlate well with laboratory results from venous blood samples \[[@pone.0119183.ref018],[@pone.0119183.ref019]\]. Ten-year CVD risk scores were then calculated and explained to participants by volunteer health professionals (licensed and practicing registered nurses, pharmacists or physicians).

Statistical Analyses {#sec007}
--------------------

Questionnaire and measured health data were summarized using counts and percentages (categorical data), means and standard deviations (normally distributed continuous variables) and medians, ranges and interquartile ranges (non-normally distributed continuous variables). While the clinic volunteers calculated CVD risk using the paper-based charts published by D'Agostino et al \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\], for the purposes of this analysis, we calculated exact cholesterol-based and BMI-based risk scores using the risk functions derived from gender-specific Cox proportional-hazards regression models published in the same paper. The models, based on risk factors and outcomes ascertained from the original Framingham Heart Study (1968--71) and the Framingham Offspring Study (1971--75 and 1984--87), include age, systolic BP, antihypertensive use, current smoking, diabetes, and TC and HDL (for cholesterol-based risk) or BMI (for BMI-based risk). The risk functions yield an estimate of 10-year absolute CVD risk, including coronary death, myocardial infarction, coronary insufficiency, angina, ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, transient ischemic attack, peripheral artery disease and heart failure.

For each participant, the difference between the BMI-based risk estimate and the cholesterol-based risk estimate was determined (BMI-based risk minus cholesterol-based risk). Mean risk score differences and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated separately for men and women, and by the Framingham age categories used in the risk calculations, using paired t-tests.

The differences were then examined using Bland-Altman plots \[[@pone.0119183.ref020]\]. In a Bland-Altman plot, for each participant, the difference between the two scores is plotted against their mean. As a participant's true CVD risk is unknown, the mean of her/his BMI-based and cholesterol-based scores is the best estimate available. The 95% limits of agreements (i.e., the mean difference between the scores +/- two standard deviations of the differences) were then estimated to provide an interval within which 95% of the differences between the two scores would be expected to lie \[[@pone.0119183.ref020]\].

Finally, both sets of scores were categorized as low (\<10%), moderate (10% to \<20%) or high (\> = 20%) risk. Agreement between BMI-based risk and cholesterol-based risk across categories was examined using the kappa statistic \[[@pone.0119183.ref021]\].

Given that the Framingham risk functions that we used do not account for use of cholesterol medications, we repeated the analysis after excluding the 91 participants who reported hypercholesterolemia treatment. All analyses were conducted using Stata/IC 12.0 (College Stn, TX).

Results {#sec008}
=======

Participant Characteristics {#sec009}
---------------------------

Of the 792 participants who underwent cholesterol-based risk assessment, 773 (98%) had their height and weight measured, permitting comparison of cholesterol-based CVD risk with BMI-based CVD risk. Four hundred one women (52%) and 372 men (48%) 30--74 years of age (mean: 48.9 years) were included in this analysis. The majority of participants were not born in Canada, but of those, about half had lived in Canada for longer than 20 years ([Table 1](#pone.0119183.t001){ref-type="table"}). Ninety two percent selected English as their language of choice during screening. Twenty nine percent of all participants reported a first degree family history of CVD in one or more relatives before the age of 60 years. The prevalence of self-reported hypertension (physician-diagnosed) was the same among men and women (about 15%), and of those reporting the condition, 71% of women and 67% of men were being treated with medication(s). The prevalence of self-reported diabetes was similar among women and men (7.2% overall), but of those affected, women were less likely than men to report current treatment (71% vs. 92%). Women were less likely than men to report hypercholesterolemia (18% vs. 30%) and slightly less likely to report treatment if affected (45% vs. 52%). Smoking was rare overall, but more common among men than women (4% vs. 2%). On average, measured BP was slightly higher among men than women, while TC, HDL and BMI were slightly lower. Median 10-year BMI-based and cholesterol-based CVD risk scores were similar for women (5.1% and 5.2%, respectively), though the variability in BMI-based scores was higher, as evidenced by the overall and interquartile ranges. A similar trend was noted for men, who had median risk scores approximately double those of the women (12.4% for BMI-based risk and 11.7% for cholesterol-based risk).

10.1371/journal.pone.0119183.t001

###### Participant characteristics among 773 South Asian Canadian adults who attended community-based screening clinics.

![](pone.0119183.t001){#pone.0119183.t001g}

                                                                                           Female (N = 401)                                                    Male (N = 372)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
                                                                                           **mean (SD)[^5^](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}**                 
  Age (years)                                                                              49.5 (10.5)                                                         48.2 (11.0)
  Systolic BP[^1^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}(mm Hg)                                 120.5 (15.0)                                                        124.4 (14.2)
  Diastolic BP (mm Hg)                                                                     75.6 (9.4)                                                          80.5 (9.9)
  HDL[^2^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} cholesterol (mmol/L)                           1.34 (0.37)                                                         1.02 (0.28)
  Total cholesterol (mmol/L)                                                               4.84 (0.86)                                                         4.74 (0.86)
  BMI[^3^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} (kg/m[^2^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"})   27.1 (4.8)                                                          26.4 (3.9)
                                                                                           **median (IQR)** [^6^](#t001fn006){ref-type="table-fn"} **range**   
  BMI-based CVD[^4^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"} risk score (10-year, %)              5.1 (2.8--9.7) 0.6--42.1                                            12.4 (6.1--20.6) 1.9--65.4
  Cholesterol-based CVD risk score (10-year, %)                                            5.2 (2.8--9.1) 0.4--31.0                                            11.7 (6.0--18.9) 1.3--70.1
                                                                                           **n (%)**                                                           
  Age (years)                                                                                                                                                  
  30--39                                                                                   77 (19.2)                                                           87 (23.4)
  40--49                                                                                   128 (31.9)                                                          117 (31.5)
  50--59                                                                                   116 (28.9)                                                          105 (28.2)
  60--69                                                                                   66 (16.5)                                                           53 (14.3)
  70--74                                                                                   14 (3.5)                                                            10 (2.7)
  Born in Canada                                                                                                                                               
  prefer not to say                                                                        4 (1.0)                                                             4 (1.1)
  yes                                                                                      12 (3.0)                                                            25 (6.7)
  no                                                                                       385 (96.0)                                                          343 (92.2)
  Years in Canada (if not born in Canada)[^1^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                
  prefer not to say                                                                        14 (3.6)                                                            12 (3.5)
  \<1                                                                                      10 (2.6)                                                            8 (2.3)
  1--10                                                                                    74 (19.2)                                                           71 (20.7)
  11--20                                                                                   83 (21.6)                                                           73 (21.3)
  \>20                                                                                     204 (53.0)                                                          179 (52.2)
  Self-report of physician-diagnosed hypertension                                          63 (15.7)                                                           54 (14.5)
  Current hypertension medication(s)                                                       45 (11.2)                                                           36 (9.7)
  Self-report of physician-diagnosed hypercholesterolemia                                  71 (17.7)                                                           113 (30.4)
  Current hypercholesterolemia medication(s)                                               32 (8.0)                                                            59 (15.9)
  Self-report of physician-diagnosed diabetes                                              31 (7.7)                                                            25 (6.7)
  Current diabetes medication(s)                                                           22 (5.5)                                                            23 (6.2)
  Current or recent (within 3 months) smoker                                               6 (1.5)                                                             16 (4.3)
  1^st^ degree relative with CVD diagnosis at \< 60 years                                  117 (29.2)                                                          104 (28.0)

^1^ BP = blood pressure

^2^ HDL = high density lipoprotein

^3^ BMI = body mass index

^4^ CVD = cardiovascular disease

^5^ SD = standard deviation

^6^ IQR = interquartile range (i.e., 25^th^--75^th^ percentile)

^7^ reported as percentage of those not born in Canada.

Mean Differences in Risk Scores {#sec010}
-------------------------------

The average differences between BMI-based and cholesterol-based scores for women and men were 0.6% (95% CI: 0.3% to 0.8%) and 0.5% (95% CI: 0.0% to 1.0%), respectively. When examined by the age categories used in the Framingham calculations, the average differences were larger for both women and men in the three youngest age groups (30--39, 40--49 and 50--59 years) compared with those in the two older age groups (60--69 years and 70--74 years). Accordingly, the average difference was calculated for two age groups: \< 60 years and 60--74 years. For women, the mean difference between the scores for those \< 60 years was-0.1% (95% CI: -0.3% to 0.1%) compared with 3.1% (2.1% to 4.2%) for those 60--74 years. For men, the same pattern was observed. Mean differences were 0.1% (95% CI: -0.3% to 0.5%) among those \< 60 years and 2.5% (95% CI: 0.4% to 4.5%) among those 60--74 years.

Bland-Altman Plots / Limits of Agreement {#sec011}
----------------------------------------

While these differences suggest that BMI-based and cholesterol-based scores agree well on average, they offer no insight into our primary goal of determining whether or not the two forms of the general CVD risk score yield similar estimates of overall risk for a given individual. Bland-Altman plots showing the agreement between the two risk scores for men and women by age group (\<60 years, 60--74 years) are shown in [Fig. 1](#pone.0119183.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The limits of agreement shown on the plots (i.e., the mean difference +/- two standard deviations of the difference) provide estimates of the 95% range of agreement for individuals. For women, both the magnitude of the differences between the scores and the variability of the differences increase as the average 10-year CVD risk increases. The limits of agreement are reasonable in terms of clinical importance for women \< 60 years (-3.2% to 3.1%), but are a concern for those \> = 60 years (-6.0% to 12.3%). Similar trends were noted for men, though the limits of agreement were wide from a clinical perspective for both age groups: -7.1% to 7.3% for those \<60 years; -13.8% to 18.8% for those 60--74 years.

![Bland-Altman plots showing agreement between BMI-based and cholesterol-based CVD risk scores.\
(a) Women \< 60 years (b) Women 60--74 years (c) Men \< 60 years (d) Men 60--74 years.](pone.0119183.g001){#pone.0119183.g001}

Categorical Agreement {#sec012}
---------------------

Categorical agreement between the two risk scores is shown in [Table 2](#pone.0119183.t002){ref-type="table"} (women) and [Table 3](#pone.0119183.t003){ref-type="table"} (men). Overall agreement in risk category classification was 87% for women (kappa = 0.63, standard error (SE) = 0.04). While disagreements were observed in both directions, there was a tendency for BMI-based risk to be higher than cholesterol-based risk classifications. BMI-based risk categories were higher than cholesterol-based risk categories for 36 women (9%), but lower for only 18 (5%). Agreement across risk categories was 91% for women \< 60 years and 69% for women 60--74 years, yielding similar kappa coefficients: 0.51 (SE = 0.05) and 0.50 (SE = 0.08), respectively. Among the younger women, disagreements were equally likely to occur in both directions. Relative to their cholesterol-based risk classifications, 15 (5%) had higher and 17 (5%) had lower BMI-based risk classifications. Among the older women, disagreements almost always reflected higher BMI-based risk; 24 (30%) had higher but only 1 (1%) had lower BMI-based risk classifications compared with their cholesterol-based classifications.

10.1371/journal.pone.0119183.t002

###### Categorical agreement between cardiovascular disease risk scores among South Asian Canadian women who attended community-based screening clinics.

![](pone.0119183.t002){#pone.0119183.t002g}

  All Women[^1^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                   
  ------------------------------------------------- ----- ---- ---- -----
  Low[^2^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}         290   26   0    316
  Moderate[^3^](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    15    42   10   67
  High[^4^](#t002fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}        0     3    15   18
  Total                                             305   71   25   401

  **Women \< 60 Years**                  
  ----------------------- ----- ---- --- -----
  Low                     276   11   0   287
  Moderate                14    13   1   28
  High                    0     3    3   6
  Total                   290   27   4   321

  **Women 60--74 Years**                  
  ------------------------ ---- ---- ---- ----
  Low                      14   15   0    29
  Moderate                 1    29   9    39
  High                     0    0    12   12
  Total                    15   44   21   80

^1^ The cross-tabulation of categorized 10-year Framingham general cardiovascular disease risk scores. Cholesterol-based risk score categories are listed on the left; BMI-based risk scores are listed across the top. The cells showing agreement (i.e., where both BMI-based risk and cholesterol-based risk are classified as "low", "moderate" or "high") run diagonally in the table. The "disagreements" are in all of the other cells.

^2^ Low risk: \< 10%

^3^ Moderate risk: 10% to \< 20%

^4^ High risk: \> = 20%

^5^ BMI-based = body mass index-based

10.1371/journal.pone.0119183.t003

###### Categorical agreement between cardiovascular disease risk scores among South Asian Canadian men who attended community-based screening clinics.

![](pone.0119183.t003){#pone.0119183.t003g}

  All Men[^1^](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                     
  ------------------------------------------------ ----- ----- ---- -----
  Low[^2^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}        137   28    0    165
  Moderate[^3^](#t003fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   15    85    22   122
  High[^4^](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}       0     11    74   85
  Total                                            152   124   96   372

  **Men \< 60 Years**                    
  --------------------- ----- ----- ---- -----
  Low                   137   28    0    165
  Moderate              15    82    11   108
  High                  0     10    26   36
  Total                 152   120   37   309

  **Men 60--74 Years**                
  ---------------------- --- --- ---- ----
  Low                    0   0   0    0
  Moderate               0   3   11   14
  High                   0   1   48   49
  Total                  0   4   59   63

^1^ The cross-tabulation of categorized 10-year Framingham general cardiovascular disease risk scores. Cholesterol-based risk score categories are listed on the left; BMI-based risk scores are listed across the top. The cells showing agreement (i.e., where both BMI-based risk and cholesterol-based risk are classified as "low", "moderate" or "high") run diagonally in the table. The "disagreements" are in all of the other cells.

^2^ Low risk: \< 10%

^3^ Moderate risk: 10% to \< 20%

^4^ High risk: \> = 20%

^5^ BMI-based = body mass index-based

Overall agreement in risk category classification was 80% for men (kappa = 0.69, SE = 0.04). As with women, there was a tendency for BMI-based risk to be higher than cholesterol-based risk classifications. BMI-based risk categories were higher than cholesterol-based risk categories for 50 men (13%) and lower for only 26 (7%). Agreement across risk categories was 79% for men \< 60 years (kappa = 0.65, SE = 0.04). Among the younger men, 39 (13%) had higher and 25 (8%) had lower BMI-based risk classifications relative to their cholesterol-based classifications. None of the men 60--74 years were classified as low risk by either scoring system. Overall agreement among the moderate and high risk categories was 81% (kappa = 0.26, SE = 0.10). Eleven (17%) classified as moderate risk according to their cholesterol-based measures were considered high risk based on their BMI-based scores, while 1 (2%) classified as high risk according to his cholesterol-based score was considered moderate risk based on his BMI-based score.

Exclusion of Participants Reporting Hypercholesterolemia Treatment {#sec013}
------------------------------------------------------------------

As expected, when the 91 participants on cholesterol-lowering medication(s) were excluded from the analysis, the mean differences between BMI-based and cholesterol-based risk scores decreased slightly, most noticeably among older participants who were more likely to be on treatment. For women, the mean differences were 0.2% (95% CI: 0.0% to 0.5%) overall, -0.2% (95% CI: -0.3% to 0.0%) for those \< 60 years, and 2.1% (95% CI: 1.1% to 3.1%) for those 60--74 years. For men, the mean differences were-0.1% (-0.6% to 0.4%) overall, -0.2% (95% CI: -0.6% to 0.2%) for those \< 60 years, and 0.5% (95% CI: -2.0% to 3.1%) for those 60--74 years. For both men and women across both age groups, however, the limits of agreement on the Bland-Altman plots were essentially unchanged ([Fig. 2](#pone.0119183.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Again, the limits of agreement were reasonable for women \< 60 years (-3.2% to 2.8%), but unacceptable from a clinical perspective for women 60--74 years (-5.9% to 10.0%), men \< 60 years (-6.5% to 6.1%) and men 60--74 years (-16.3% to 17.4%). Categorical agreement (Tables [4](#pone.0119183.t004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#pone.0119183.t005){ref-type="table"}) as assessed with the kappa coefficients demonstrated limited improvement: women \< 60: kappa = 0.66 (SE = 0.04); women 60--74: kappa = 0.59 (SE = 0.09); men \< 60: kappa = 0.69 (SE = 0.05); men 60--74: kappa = 0.29 (SE = 0.13).

![Bland-Altman plots showing agreement between BMI-based and cholesterol-based CVD risk scores for participants not on cholesterol medication(s).\
(a) Women \< 60 years (b) Women 60--74 years (c) Men \< 60 years (d) Men 60--74 years.](pone.0119183.g002){#pone.0119183.g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0119183.t004

###### Categorical agreement between cardiovascular disease risk scores among South Asian Canadian women not on cholesterol medication(s) who attended community-based screening clinics.

![](pone.0119183.t004){#pone.0119183.t004g}

  All Women[^1^](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                   
  ------------------------------------------------- ----- ---- ---- -----
  Low[^2^](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}         280   20   0    300
  Moderate[^3^](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    15    37   3    55
  High[^4^](#t004fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}        0     2    12   14
  Total                                             295   59   15   369

  **Women \< 60 Years**                  
  ----------------------- ----- ---- --- -----
  Low                     267   7    0   274
  Moderate                14    11   1   26
  High                    0     2    3   5
  Total                   281   20   4   305

  **Women 60--74 Years**                  
  ------------------------ ---- ---- ---- ----
  Low                      13   13   0    26
  Moderate                 1    26   2    29
  High                     0    0    9    9
  Total                    14   39   11   64

^1^ The cross-tabulation of categorized 10-year Framingham general cardiovascular disease risk scores. Cholesterol-based risk score categories are listed on the left; BMI-based risk scores are listed across the top. The cells showing agreement (i.e., where both BMI-based risk and cholesterol-based risk are classified as "low", "moderate" or "high") run diagonally in the table. The "disagreements" are in all of the other cells.

^2^ Low risk: \< 10%

^3^ Moderate risk: 10% to \< 20%

^4^ High risk: \> = 20%

^5^ BMI-based = body mass index-based.

10.1371/journal.pone.0119183.t005

###### Categorical agreement between cardiovascular disease risk scores among South Asian Canadian men not on cholesterol medication(s) who attended community-based screening clinics.

![](pone.0119183.t005){#pone.0119183.t005g}

  All Men[^1^](#t005fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                     
  ------------------------------------------------ ----- ----- ---- -----
  Low[^2^](#t005fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}        132   21    0    153
  Moderate[^3^](#t005fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   13    73    10   96
  High[^4^](#t005fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}       0     10    54   54
  Total                                            145   104   64   313

  **Men \< 60 Years**                    
  --------------------- ----- ----- ---- -----
  Low                   132   21    0    153
  Moderate              13    71    4    88
  High                  0     9     20   29
  Total                 145   101   24   270

  **Men 60--74 Years**                
  ---------------------- --- --- ---- ----
  Low                    0   0   0    0
  Moderate               0   2   6    8
  High                   0   1   34   35
  Total                  0   3   40   43

^1^ The cross-tabulation of categorized 10-year Framingham general cardiovascular disease risk scores. Cholesterol-based risk score categories are listed on the left; BMI-based risk scores are listed across the top. The cells showing agreement (i.e., where both BMI-based risk and cholesterol-based risk are classified as "low", "moderate" or "high") run diagonally in the table. The "disagreements" are in all of the other cells.

^2^ Low risk: \< 10%

^3^ Moderate risk: 10% to \< 20%

^4^ High risk: \> = 20%

^5^ BMI-based = body mass index-based.

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

In our convenience sample of largely SA participants in a national screening program, average agreement between BMI-based and cholesterol-based 10-year general Framingham CVD risk scores at the group level was quite good overall, with average differences of 0.6% for women and 0.5% for men. These increased to about 3% among participants 60--74 years of age. Bland-Altman plots illustrating agreement between scores for individuals, however, revealed that both the differences between the two scores and the variability of the differences increased as the average of the two scores increased. In terms of clinical importance, the limits of agreement were reasonable for women \< 60 years (-3.2% to 3.1%), but of concern for women 60--74 years (-6.0% to 12.3%), men \< 60 years (-7.1% to 7.3%) and men 60--74 years (-13.8% to 18.8%). Considered from the perspective of low (\<10%), moderate (10% to \<20%) and high (\> = 20%) risk, which is what our participants were counseled on, agreement as assessed by the kappa statistic was moderate to good among all sex and age groups examined, except for men 60--74 years, where agreement was only fair \[[@pone.0119183.ref022]\]. Limiting the analysis to those not on medication(s) for hypercholesterolemia did not appreciably change the observed agreement.

In our study, practical and budget considerations prevented us from standardizing the measurement of height and weight. Volunteers purchased bathroom scales and tape measures locally, and it was not possible to calibrate the scales or use the same models across the country. Accordingly, both BMI measures and BMI-based risk scores for some individuals may have been under- or overestimated. This, in turn, may have increased or decreased the observed differences between their BMI-based and cholesterol-based risk scores. However, BMI measurement errors were likely randomly distributed across the country and were not likely related to the measurement of any other variables used in the risk score calculations. Therefore, while the specific impact of BMI measurement error on the agreement between the two scores is unknown, it is unlikely that it contributed to any systematic differences between the BMI-based and the cholesterol-based CVD risk scores.

Practical considerations also led us to measure BP only once among participants for whom the first reading was considered normal, whereas we took the average of the final five BPTru readings for all others. While we may have overestimated BP among participants with a single reading (since BP readings tend to decrease with serial BPTru measures \[[@pone.0119183.ref023]\]), this overestimation would have had a similar impact on both CVD risk scores (i.e., the same BP was used in the calculation of an individual's BMI-based and cholesterol-based risk). So, while both risk scores may have been overestimated for these individuals, any systematic impact on the agreement between the two scores was unlikely.

Few publications have compared laboratory and non-laboratory based CVD risk scores, and to the best of our knowledge, none report on agreement among South Asians. D'Agostino et al \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\] did not publish the agreement between the two scores that we used in our screening clinics. Using data from the First National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES I) and the NHANES I Epidemiologic Follow-up Study (NHEFS) cohort in the United States, Gaziano et al \[[@pone.0119183.ref024]\] developed a laboratory-based model incorporating age, systolic BP, smoking status, TC, reported diabetes status, and current treatment for hypertension to predict first fatal and non-fatal cardiovascular events. They also developed a non-laboratory-based model, substituting BMI for TC. Both models demonstrated good predictive discrimination, but within-person agreement by risk category was not reported. A subsequent analysis \[[@pone.0119183.ref025]\] conducted in the NHANES III population compared the non-laboratory-based model developed in the NHANES I population with four laboratory-based risk scores \[[@pone.0119183.ref011],[@pone.0119183.ref026],[@pone.0119183.ref027]\]. With risk categories defined as low risk (\< = 10%) versus high risk (\>10%), agreement between the non-laboratory-based model and the Framingham score that we also used \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\] was 93% for women and 92% for men, somewhat higher than the agreement we observed. This could in part be explained by the different risk categorizations used. Green et al \[[@pone.0119183.ref028]\] calculated the same two risk CVD risk prediction scores that we did using data from the electronic health records of a group health cooperative in the United States and found that risk categories (low, moderate and high) were concordant for 78% of patients, a finding comparable to ours. Similarly, BMI-based risk classifications also tended to be higher than cholesterol-based risk classifications. This was more pronounced than it was among our participants, with 20% and 1% of their patients having higher and lower BMI-based classifications, respectively, compared with cholesterol-based classifications.

We selected the Framingham 10-year general CVD risk score \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\] because it offered information on the global risk of developing any major atherosclerotic CVD event, included a number of risk factors that we were able to collect information on, and offered simple, paper-based calculation tables for both cholesterol-based and BMI-based risk assessment. We recognize that risk tools developed and validated in one population may not accurately predict CVD risk in another population due to secular, geographical and ethnic differences. While Aarabi et al \[[@pone.0119183.ref029]\] developed a modified Framingham-based coronary heart disease (CHD) risk score specifically for use among SAs, the adjusted calculations were deemed too complicated for volunteers in the community-based screening setting. Further, the tool is limited to the prediction of CHD. Other risk calculators that include ethnicity (such as QRISK2 \[[@pone.0119183.ref030]\]), adjust for ethnicity post-hoc (such as JBS2 \[[@pone.0119183.ref031]\]), or have been calibrated for use in SA populations (such as ETHRISK \[[@pone.0119183.ref032]\]) either include variables that we were unable to assess or were again deemed difficult for our volunteers to use.

Perhaps most importantly, no published CVD risk prediction tool has been developed, validated or calibrated for any Canadian SA population. To do so would require population-based, longitudinal data on both risk factors and CVD events specific to SAs, data that are currently unavailable in Canada. We selected the two Framingham-based scores recognizing that they would provide general estimates of CVD risk, and we were careful to explain to participants that the extent to which the scores over- or underestimate risk for SAs in Canada is not known.

An important component of our screening program will be the evaluation of change in CVD risk scores from baseline to follow-up. Accordingly, we needed to ascertain whether or not the two scoring tools we used similarly classified participants. While differences between scores were acceptable at the aggregate level, our Bland-Altman plots and comparison of categorical agreement show that the two risk scores cannot be used interchangeably in our study population.

Further, in this analysis, we computed the two Framingham risk scores using the formulae as published \[[@pone.0119183.ref011]\]. In practice at our screening clinics, however, volunteers calculated less exact scores using the paper-based risk charts included in the same paper. We also employed simple recommendations in an effort to adjust risk scores for SA ethnicity by adding 10 years to each participant's age \[[@pone.0119183.ref029]\] and doubling the final risk score for those with a family history of premature CVD in a first degree relative before the age of 60 \[[@pone.0119183.ref033]\]. Adding 10 years to age would have a variable impact on the differences between scores, depending upon the participant's age. We noted that the average difference between the two scores was higher for older participants, so the calculated difference between scores for a given participant would depend upon her/his adjusted-age categorization in the paper-based risk calculation sheets. Doubling the final risk scores based on family history would double the observed difference between the two scores. For example, for a participant with a BMI-based risk score of 8% and a cholesterol-based risk score of 14%, the difference between the risk estimates is 6%. If both risks were doubled based on family history, the difference between the estimates would increase to 12%. This would be of little practical significance when original differences between the scores are small (i.e., plus/minus 1 or 2 percent), but of substantial importance for participants with relatively large differences between BMI-based and cholesterol-based risks.

In light of the observed differences between the two risk scores as calculated, combined with the implications of adapting our scores, evaluation of a participant's change in CVD risk over time will necessitate use of the same risk score (i.e., either BMI-based or cholesterol-based) at all screening sessions. It will be important for both participants and volunteer counselors to understand that the CVD risk score is an estimate, and only and estimate, useful as part of a comprehensive risk factor assessment and risk reduction plan. As our SA community-based research partners consider the continuance of a simple and sustainable program, they will need to adopt a protocol that ensures consistent risk appraisal within individuals.

Conclusion {#sec015}
==========

Despite acceptable average differences in BMI-based vs. cholesterol-based Framingham ten-year general CVD risk scores in our SA convenience sample, only moderate agreement between the scores was found when risk was categorized as low, moderate or high. While disagreements occurred in both directions, BMI-based risk was assessed as higher than cholesterol-based risk more often than it was found to be lower. Accordingly, the two risk scores cannot be used interchangeably in our national, community-based screening program. Valid assessment of change in participants' CVD risk over time will require that one or the other be used consistently within participants who attend repeated screening sessions. Evaluation of the accuracy of either risk score in our population will require population-based longitudinal cohort studies among SAs in Canada.
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